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2.
the
speed
of
the
unit
itself
through
the air reaches a pre
2932,944
determined Mach number.
JET PROPULSION UNIT COMPRISING AN AXAL
In any case the unit will normally include a fuel pump
FLOWAR COMPRESSOR
for delivering fuel under pressure through fuel control
Arnold Wiiliam RÃorley, Ruislip, Alfred Robert Míorti 5 mechanism to the appropriate fuel injection nozzles, and
mer, Ickenham, and Alan Leslie Davies, Acton, Eng this pump may also deliver fuel to hydraulic servo de
land, assignors to D. Napier & Son Limited, ordan, vices for performing control functions on parts of the
England, a company of Great Britain
unit or the aircraft or missile in which it is incorporated
so that the fuel acts as the hydraulic fluid. In such a
Application April 18, 1955, Serial No. 502,132
0. case a pressure-reducing valve may be provided in the
Claims priority, application Great Britain April 27, 1954
fuel delivery system arranged to enable the pressure of
fuel delivered to the injection nozzle or nozzles to be
1 Claim. (Cl. 60-35.6)
reduced to suit ambient atmospheric pressure conditions
appreciably affecting the pressure of fuel Sup
This invention relates to jet propulsion units of the com 5 without
bustion turbine type for aircraft or missiles of the kind plied to the hydraulic servo devices.
One form of unit according to the invention is shown
comprising an axial flow compressor connected to the somewhat
diagrammatically by way of example in the
inlet end of a combustion chamber or series of combus
accompanying drawings, in which
tion chambers the outlet end or ends of which are con
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic side elevation of a complete
nected to the nozzle ring or equivalent of an axial flow
turbine which is co-axial with the compressor, the rotors 20 missile in which the unit is incorporated,
Figures 2 and 3 are cross-sectional views in two planes
of the turbine and compressor being directly connected
to one another while the products of combustion after at right angles to one another, each containing the axis
passing through the turbine are ejected through a pro of the unit and respectively of the left-hand portion and
the right-hand portion of the unit and may be regarded
pulsion nozzle.
together constituting a single cross-sectional view of
According to one feature of the invention a jet pro 25 as
complete unit in the plane mentioned,
pulsion unit of the above kind comprises two rotors ar theFigure
4 is a diagrammatic drawing of the control sys
ranged to rotate co-axially in opposite directions and
each carrying a single ring of compressor blades and a tem of the unit, and
Figure 5 is a diagrammatic cross-sectional view of a
single ring of turbine blades and such that the compres
of fuel control device incorporated in the control
sor provides for two-stage supersonic compression, that 30 form
is to say, compression in which the speed of movement apparatus of the unit.
In the construction shown the unit according to the in
of the blades relatively to the air is higher than the
vention is incorporated in a missile of the general, ex
speed of sound under prevailing conditions, the unit be ternal
form shown in Figure 1 and constitutes in effect
ing so designed as to obtain under normal operating 35
thelength.
part of the unit lying in rear of about the centre of
conditions substantially the same predetermined Mach its
number condition as between the gas stream passing
The unit comprises an annular air inlet passage A ar
through the unit and the various parts on which it im ranged
to receive air through an intake passage A. having
pinges throughout the compressor and turbine, while a forwardly
facing air intake opening the outer wall of
means are provided for controlling the fuel supply to the 40
which is formed by a flap B pivoted at B so that the
combustion chamber or series of combustion chambers
effective area of the forwardly facing intake opening can
in such a manner as to maintain said predetermined be
varied while its inner wall is formed as a rearward
Mach number condition constant when normal operating continuation
of a short ramp B.
conditions have been established.
The annular inlet passage A comprises a substantially
According to another feature of the invention the unit 45 cylindrical
outer wall A and an approximately frustoconi
includes a main propulsion nozzle constituting a perma
cal inner wall A8 supported therefrom by streamlined
ment part of the unit, an extension nozzle arranged to struts
A, so as to provide an inlet passage of progressively
form an extension of the main nozzle and to be held in
diminishing cross-sectional area and progressively increas
position by releasable securing means, means for inject ing
diameter terminating in the annular air inlet
ing fuel for so-called "reheat' purposes into the main 50 orificemean
C of an axial flow compressor C.
and/or extension nozzle when the latter is attached to the
The inner wall. As of the air inlet passage carries with
former, and means for causing the connecting means to
in it by means of webs D a bearing housing D1 for bear
release the extension nozzle in flight after predetermined ings
D2 supporting the front end of a rotor shaft E which
flight conditions have been achieved.
It will be understood that the term "reheat' is used in 55 is connected to a fuel pump F also supported from the

its usual sense to refer to the injection of fuel into the
gases flowing to the nozzle so that it burns with unburnt
air passing with the products of combustion from the tur
bine and thus increases the mass and velocity of the gases
ejected from the nozzle.
According to a further feature of the invention the unit

inner wall A3 of the air inlet passage.
The rear end of the outer wall A of the air inlet pas
sage is connected to the casing of the compressor C
which as shown has an internal contour of short ap

60

proximately frusto-conical form, the rear end of the

compressor C being rigidly connected to the front end
of an axial diffuser G comprising coaxial inner and outer
may include an inlet duct in advance of the compressor walls
G1, G2 of which the diameter of the outer wall
inlet passage and such that the flow conditions in the in G2 is approximately
or increases slightly from
let duct are subsonic and the inlet opening at the forward its forward to its rear constant
while the diameter of the inner
end of this inlet duct therefore represents a critical area 65 wall G1 progressivelyenddecreases
from its front to its
determining the mass flow into the compressor at any rear end.
speed of travel of the unit through the air. Means may
The inner wall G1 of the diffuser G, which is supported
moreover be provided by which the area of the intake from
the outer wall by suitable radially extending strut
opening of the inlet duct can be increased for starting members
carries a bearing H for the front end of
and low speed flight conditions and automatically reduced a second G3
rotor shaft H1 which is hollow and through
when predetermined flight conditions are reached, for ex 70 which
a hollow part El of the rotor shaft E extends.
ample when the speed of gas flow through the unit or
The rotor shaft E, El supports immediately in rear of
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type
which
when
it
is
broken
automatically causes closure
the bearing D2 a compressor blade ring J while the rotor of the passage O5. Thus when
nozzle member O is
shaft H1 carries at its front end and immediately behind released by the fracture of thethebolts
O2 and the con

the blade ring J a blade ring Ji. The two rotor shafts E nection between the passages O4 and O5 breaks, the
and H are arranged to rotate in opposite directions so
O5 is closed and no further fuel is therefore
that the two compressor blade rings J, J1 constitute con passage
delivered
therethrough.
tra rotating blade rings forming together a two-stage
arrangement is thus such that fuel for reheat can
supersonic compressor. The rear end of the diffuser G beThe
delivered to the fuel nozzle device O8 when the ex
opens directly into an annular combustion chamber cas tension nozzle member O is in position and any further
ing K containing an annular flame tube or combustion
flow of fuel through the passage O5 will be automatically
chamber proper K of usual form, the front end of which O stopped when the extension nozzle member O becomes
extends somewhat into the diffuser G as shown.
The rear end of the combustion chamber casing K is detached.
It will also be apparent that the form of the nozzle
connected to a turbine casing L and the rear end of the member
and of its convergent nozzle Ol can be that
flame tube K communicates in substantially conven suited toOoperation
of the unit efficiently with fuel for
tional manner with the nozzle ring Li of the turbine L.
reheat
supplied
through
passages O5, O4 to the fuel
The turbine L comprises two blade rings LP, L3 mounted nozzles O., for example the
during
take off and low altitude
respectively on two shafts H and E2 constituting the
while the contour and cross section of the
rear parts of the two rotor shafts E and H and separated operation
nozzle M4 can be such as will be suited to efficient op
by a stationary blade ring Li carried by the casing L. eration
without reheat fuel when the extension nozzle
20
The outlet side of the turbine blade ring L3 communicates
member O has been detached. Thus the best nozzle form
directly with the front end of an annular exhaust passage and area for the two conditions of operation is provided
M, the outer wall of which is rigidly connected to the
moreover, during operation after detachment of
turbine casing L and supports on struts M. extending while,
the nozzle member O the whole unit is relieved of the
radially inwards therefrom through its inner wall, a bear weight of this nozzle member which not only reduces
ing housing M containing a pair of spaced bearings M8 the
weight to be carried but may compensate to some
by which the shaft E2 is carried. It will be seen that the
degree
for the weight reduction near the forward end.
shaft part E2 is connected to the shaft part E by the sec of the unit
by consumption of fuel from the fuel
tion E which can be subject substantially only to torsion tank which,caused
as
shown,
owing to the two-bearing support for each of the shaft the air inlet passage A. is disposed at P in advance of
30
parts E and E2.
Fuel nozzles for normal operation are provided as
The rear end portion H2 of the shaft Hi is supported indiacted
at K2 in the combustion chamber K1 and ar
in a bearing H3 carried by the inner wall of the casing
ranged
to
be fed with fuel through a feed pipe K8.
K, which in turn is supported from the nozzle ring L.
The
fuel
supply and control apparatus, as shown dia
The annular exhaust passage M has a mean diameter 35 grammatically in Figures 4 and 5, comprises the fuel
which progressively diminishes from front to rear and pump F driven as explained from one of the rotors of
this passage merges into the front end of a circular the unit and delivering fuel through a conventional dia
propulsion nozzle passage M5 of convergent-divergent phragm-controlled valve Q and a variable metering ori
form, terminating in a normal nozzle M4. The portion fice device Q, the pressure drop across which is main
N of the casing of the unit extends in rear of the nozzle 40 tained constant by the diaphragm controlled valve Q in
M4 as shown and is formed to provide a frusto conical well known manner to the fuel pipe. K. The setting
seating for the forward end of a detachable extension of the metering orifice device Q depends upon the com
nozzle element O terminating in a convergent nozzle O! bined setting of two sleeves Q2, Q3. The position of
and initially rigidly secured to the rear end of the unit by
sleeve Q is controlled electrically by an electro-mag
a series of explosive bolts O2 capable of being fractured the
device Q responsive to the voltage from a speed.
by an explosion initiated by a detonating electric current 45 netic
responsive variable voltage electric generator R driven
in a manner known per se.
of the rotors of the unit so that the position of
Mounted within the nozzle MI5, M* is a plug-like mem by one
sleeve Q depends upon the rotational speed of such
ber W arranged to slide upon the end of a structure W1 the
rotor. The position of the other sleeve Q3 is controlled
which is rigid with the bearing housing MP and having a by
a hydraulic servo device S the valve S1 of which is
50
spring W2 tending to force it rearwardly into the narrow controlled
by a pressure-responsive diaphragm S2 the
part of the nozzle M5, M. When the extension nozzle opposite faces
which are responsive respectively to the
member O is in its attached position a strut W8 carried total pressure of
head
the static pressure in the inlet
by the nozzle member O maintains the plug-like member passage A as derived and
from
a Pitot tube S3.
W in its forward position.
The pump F is arranged as shown to deliver fuel also
The arrangement is such that when the extension noz 55 through
a passage T and a metering orifice device T1 to .
zle member O is in position the convergent nozzle Ol
the
passage
O leading to the reheat injection nozzles O3,
constitutes the effective nozzle of the unit whereas when, a burster disc
provided in the passage O5 de
owing to the explosion of the bolts O' the extension signed to burstTonlybeing
when the pressure of fuel delivered
nozzle member O is freed from the remainder of the unit
the pump F reaches an appropriate value. The me
and becomes detached therefrom the nozzle M4 becomes 60 by
tering
orifice device T is controlled by a hydraulic servo
the effective nozzle, the sudden break which occurs at
T which is also under the control of the valve SI
the point where this nozzle terminates at the inner end device
that the two metering orifice devices Qi and T1 are
of the inner wall of the extension O ensuring that the So...
under the control of the valve S1 and hence of the
gases are ejected through the nozzle M as if this repre both
sented the extreme rear end of the unit. At the same 65 total and static pressures in the inlet passage A.
which flows through the metering orifice device
time the plug member W moves rearwardly into the Q Fuel
passes
through a burster disk K4 also arranged to
narrow part of the nozzle M5, M. so as to determine
only when the pressure of fuel delivered by the
appropriately the effective area of this nozzle when the burst
pump F reaches a suitable value, to the injection nozzles
nozzle O has been detached.
Arranged within the extension nozzle member O are 70 K? in the combustion chamber K, this fuel passing if
around the electric generator R for the purpose
a series of fuel injection nozzles O arranged to be fed desired
cooling it. Fuel from the passage O5 is also ar
with fuel through a passage O4 which when the nozzle of
ranged to pass through a passage U and a servo valve
member O is in position communicates with a reheat fuel U,
controlled by an aneroid capsule U2 subject to at
passage O5 in the body of the unit the connection be mospheric
pressure, to a hydraulic servo device U3 which,
tween the passages O and O5 being of a well known

s
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when pressure exists in the passage O5 and the altitude B to be moved into its normal
position as shown in full
is appropriate, serves to maintain the flap device B in lines in Figure 2 in which position
it is thereafter main
the position indicated in chain line in Figure 2 so as to
At the same time or subsequently the capsule
increase the area of the intake opening above its nor tained.
mal value. The servo valve U1 and aneroid capsule U2 U also causes closing of the detonating circuit switch V

are so arranged that when a predetermined altitude is
reached the capsule U moves into a position in which it
causes the servo valve U1 to cause movement of the flap
B into the position shown in full line in Figure 2. Either
at the same time or at some other altitude the move
ment of the valve U, which has an inclined can surface
at one end engaging a plunger U4, also causes actuation
of a micro-switch V which closes the detonating circuit
V of the explosive bolts O2 so that the extension nozzle

So as to cause bursting of the explosive bolts O2 so that

the extension nozzle O is released and the main nozzle

10

member O is released and the main nozzle M8 comes

5

into effective operation.
As will be seen from Figure 5, the fuel supply con
trol apparatus comprising the metering orifice devices
Q and T controlled by the servo devices S and T3 un
der the control of the valve S1 is responsive to the dia
phragm S subject to the total head in the inlet passage

M. comes into effective operation, the fuel passage O5
being automatically closed in the manner described upon
separation therefrom of the fuel passage O4.

Thereafter the unit continues in flight with the fuel
supply to the nozzles K. controlled by the servo device
S under the control of the servo valve S1 and hence of
the diaphragm SP in accordance with the total pressure
head and the static pressure in the passage Aso as to
maintain constant the operating condition throughout the
combustion turbine unit.
What we claim as our invention and desire to secure

by Letters Patent is:
A jet propulsion unit comprising an axial flow air com
20 pressor including a compressor casing and two rotors
each carrying a single ring of rotor blades, and arranged
A on one face and to the static pressure in the iniet pas
to rotate in opposite directions within the casing and con
sage A and the force of a spring Z oil its other face.
stituting a two-stage compressor providing supersonic
Moreover the ported follow up sleeve S4 of the valve
compression, at least one combustion chamber connect
S is connected by a lever X to the servo piston device 25 ed
to receive air delivered by the compressor, means for
S so that the movement imparted to the piston device S
supplying
fuel to the combustion chamber, a two-stage
and hence to the sleeve Q3 is in exact proportion to any turbine arranged
to receive the products of combustion
movement of the valve S, while movement of the servo
from the combustion chamber, and having two rotors ar
device T3 and hence of the control sleeve of the meter
to rotate in opposite directions and connected di
ing orifice device Tl has no direct effect on the movement 30 ranged
rectly
respectively
to the two rotors of the compressor, a
of the valve S but is controlled by the operation of the gas outlet passage leading
from the turbine and terminat
valve S in such a manner as to tend to maintain the
ing in a fixed reaction nozzle of convergent-divergent
forces acting on the diaphragm S2 such that the valve form,
a detachable extension nozzle including a conver
S. occupies its neutral position.
gent
part
arranged to receive the gases from the fixed noz
In operation the rotors of the combustion turbine unit
and having a reaction nozzle at its rear end, releas
are rotated mechanically or by forcing fluid through the zle
able connecting means for securing the extension nozzle
unit until they reach a speed of rotation at which the to
fixed nozzle, releasing means for causing release
pressure of fuel delivered by the pump F is such as to of the
said releasable connecting means and control means
burst the burster disc K4 so that fuel is now delivered
a pressure sensitive device responsive to ambi
to the nozzles K and ignited in normal manner and self 40 including
ent
atmospheric
pressure and operatively connected to
sustained operation of the combustion turbine unit be said releasing means
to release said extension nozzle
gins. The speed of the rotors then increases until the

fuel pressure is sufficient to cause bursting of the burster
disc T, whereupon fuel is also delivered to the nozzles
O at which time the unit is either already airborne by 45
reason of its having been launched by catapult or aux
iliary rocket apparatus, or becomes air-borne by reason
of its own propulsive effort. The control of the fuel
supply both at the nozzles K and to the nozzles O8 is 50

then automatically effected by the servo devices S and
T3 under the control of the servo valve S', which in
turn is under the control of the diaphragm S2 and hence
of the total pressure head and static pressure in the in
let passage A, in such manner that when the unit has
reached a predetermined operating condition correspond
ing to a predetermined Mach number condition as be
tween the parts of the unit on which the gaseous stream
flowing through the unit impinges, this condition will be
maintained substantially constant. During the initial
period moreover, the servo device U, U3 maintains the
flap B in its fully open position. At a predetermined

when a predetermined atmospheric pressure is reached,
and a plug-like member situated within the main fixed
nozzle, means carried by the extension nozzle for main
taining said plug-like member displaced from the narrow
throat portion of the main fixed nozzle, and means for
moving said plug-like member automatically into the nar
row part of the main fixed nozzle to reduce the throat
area when the extension nozzle is released.
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